Packing them up and dusting them off: RNA helicases and mRNA storage.
Cytoplasmic mRNA can be translated, translationally repressed, localized or degraded. Regulation of translation is an important step in control of gene expression and the cell can change whether and to what extent an mRNA is translated. If an mRNA is not translating, it will associate with translation repression factors; the mRNA can be stored in these non-translating states. The movement of mRNA into storage and back to translation is dictated by the recognition of the mRNA by trans factors. So, remodeling the factors that bind mRNA is critical for changing the fate of mRNA. RNA helicases, which have the ability to remodel RNA or RNA-protein complexes, are excellent candidates for facilitating such rearrangements. This review will focus on the RNA helicases implicated in translation repression and/or mRNA storage and how their study has illuminated mechanisms of mRNA regulation. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: The Biology of RNA helicases - Modulation for life.